Section 4
Management Plan

4.1 Public Participation

Residents of Rainbow Park and neighbors within the DWPA have been informed of our interest in formulating a Drinking Water Protection Plan (DWPP). To encourage their interest and participation invitational notices were either hand delivered or mailed, and follow up phone calls were made to some. Please review the following exhibits that are included at the end of this section:

EXHIBITS (not included)

1. Names and addresses of initial invitations, and phone numbers of Rainbow Park residents.
2. Names and phone numbers of the management support team that was formed during our initial meetings.
3. A two page copy of an article that was published in the local newspaper. Dated 2/12/2000, with the heading, "Testing For Pure Water".
4. Copy of the initial two page invitation dated 9/7/1999. Enclosed with the mailing (Exhibit #5) was an informational article entitled "Protecting our Drinking Water Resource".
5. Copy of the invitation to the second meeting. It was dated 1/5/2000.
6. Copy of four page handout to all Park residents, titled, "Household Hazardous Waste".
7. Copy of educational excerpts published in the Rainbow Park monthly newsletter.
8. Copy of a subsequent mailing to an expanded list of neighbors, titled, "Rainbow Park Wellhead
Section 4.1 (A) Contaminant Risk Reduction

1. To reduce the risk of contamination to our water source we have maintained an agreement with the Lane County Weed Abatement Division to not spray along the right of way of McKenzie River Drive for the past 6 years. We will continue to renew in each future year.

2. The Rainbow Park drinking water protection support team has met several times to refine & review our management practices and to enhance our awareness of any activities within our D.W.P.A. Such activities could include the siting of any new potential contaminant source(s): and to then review any related impact.

   In these periodic support team meetings we also evaluate our management tools to ascertain whether they are effective or that we need additional outreach effort or whether other forms of action are warranted. We will have a minimum of quarterly meetings for such purposes.

3. Rainbow Park has had its septic systems inspected and maintained annually for the past 11 years, and will continue to do so in future years.

4. Since forming our wellhead protection plan, we have distributed relevant material to residents & neighbors through our monthly newsletter handouts and our mailings to DWPA neighbors. (To illustrate we have enclosed copies of relevant pages from the park calendar for the months of July, August, Sept., & act., 2000 The pages for Sept. & act. will be mailed to neighbors as well as park residents. We will continue this activity in the future.

5. We have notified our local volunteer fire department and the Hazmat coordinator @ 541/682-4160 of the location of our protection area & we will work with them to develop specific spill response procedures to allow quicker response and notification should there be a hazardous spill within our DWPA.